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I. Fill in the blanks with the appropriate word from the brackets given after 
each sentence. One has been done for you.

a) Jatin blew all the blue balloons for the party. (Blue/blew)
b) All the ________ fell on the __________ when I tripped at the entrance of the 

room.(floor/flour) 
c) The __________ contained all the details of the product sold by the ________.

(diary/dairy) 
d) You look like a ________ with your ________ all coloured brown. (hair/hare) 
e) We will not ______ any card ________ the red ones. (accept/expect)

II. Underline 2 synonyms in each sentences. One has been done for you.
1) An intelligent dog is smart enough to award chasing a clever raccoon. 
2) The candidate that you elect to vote for is one that you should feel proud

to choose. 
3) It is really e impressive how completely admirable and wonderful our 

teacher is!
4) Parul penny pinching attitude is no more miserly then the stinky 

behaviour of your friend Binita. 
5) The battle isn't over until the candidates chases their fight and let the 

voters decide the contest.
III. Add appropriate punctuation marks to make these passages meaningful: 

did you know that bats are mammals we know they are mammals just like us 
because they are warm blooded they give birth to their young ones and they do 
not lakes they are the only mammals that know how to fly are not bats 
nocturnal asked geeta yes they are replied the teacher bats are nocturnal which 
means they sleep during the day and are awake at night did you know baby bats
are called pups baby bats asked Feroz don't have hair when they are born he 
added yes and did you also know bats can see quite well wow that is surprising


